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Executive Summary
The unionization of workers, particularly those engaged in occupations which pay low wages, has often been criticized by business leaders as stifling economic development. This brief explores unionization of low wage work in both national and local terms and discusses its effects on economic development and on the lives of workers. It asserts that in spite of the recent decline in union participation, the organizing of low wage labor significantly increases workers’ quality of life.

Does unionization improve the lives of low wage workers?
Unionization does tend to improve the lives of low wage workers. A recent study released by the Labor Project for Working Families at UC Berkeley found that unionized workers receive more family-friendly benefits than do their non-union counterparts. Among these benefits are a better understanding of their rights, better health care and pension programs, greater willingness on the part of their employer to comply with the Family Medical Leave Act, access to paid leave and sick days, and the provision of childcare benefits. These benefits are of great significance, considering the number of single mothers employed in low wage work.

Unionization generally results in higher wages. Though there is some disagreement about the extent to which membership in unions offers greater benefits than simply working under the collective bargaining agreements procured by unions, there seems to be a consensus that unions do provide real benefits for workers.
Has there been an increase in the number of unionized low wage workers nationwide?

Across the country, worker participation in unions has been declining. In 1954, 35% of all public and private sector workers belonged to a union. By 2009 that number had dropped to 12%. It is likely that the decline in manufacturing jobs in the United States is closely related to this dramatic shift.

This does not necessarily lead us to conclude that the participation of low wage workers in labor unions has dropped, as well. In fact, the past twenty-five years have seen significant efforts to organize low wage workers, including immigrant workers. For instance, Janitors for Justice, a campaign of Service Employees International (SEIU), started in 1985 with the aim of helping janitors obtain better wages and working conditions. This campaign has been sustained over the course of twenty-five years, and has contributed to improved conditions for janitors in the United States, Canada, and in Europe.

In 1990, for example, the Justice for Janitors campaign succeeded in organizing 90 percent of the custodians cleaning major office buildings in downtown Los Angeles. Not only did this movement succeed in creating new union members, it also implemented new and aggressive tactics and demonstrated a strong commitment to social justice that had been absent in other campaigns. These same methods have been used by other unions, such as the hotel, restaurant, and casino workers of Las Vegas, to gain similar victories.

Along with these successes, SEIU, HERE, and other unions like the Communications Workers of America (CWA) have also experienced great difficulties (including a six-year strike by Las Vegas casino workers), but they continue to organize security guards, health care, workers, and other service professionals.

How does union participation in Western New York compare to the national trends?

Like the rest of the country, Western New York has seen a steady decline in the percentage of workers who belong to labor unions. As late as 1986, 33.3% of all workers in Western New York were members of labor unions. By 2009, however, this number had dropped to 23.4%.

However, the percentage of the workforce that is unionized remains substantially higher in Buffalo than in other parts of the country. Nationally, participation in labor unions dropped from 17.5% in 1986 to 12.3% in 2009.
**Have there been sustained efforts to unionize low wage workers in Western New York?**

Despite the decline in union participation, there have been successful campaigns to unionize low wage workers in Western New York. SEIU has been particularly active in organizing local healthcare workers—many of whom work in low wage occupations—and janitors. Locally, Janitors for Justice helped local custodians organize in the mid-1990’s, securing improved working conditions.

In December 2009, workers at Sheehan Health Network in Buffalo (including maintenance and clerical employees) received a new contract, negotiated with the help of Local 1199 SEIU. This new agreement improves employer contributions to pensions, provides training and education benefits, and secures significant wage increases. While this is only one example of the benefits unions can secure for their members, it is consistent with impact unions have been had throughout the region.

**Does the unionization of low wage workers discourage meaningful economic development?**

Business owners often argue that unionization will increase the cost of doing business. In Western New York, where the last forty years have been marked by economic hardship and significant population loss (particularly in the urban core), many fear that a strong union presence will discourage economic development. As a result, local politicians, bloggers, and other concerned citizens often suggest that the demands of organized labor be eschewed so as to attract industry. Erie County Executive Chris Collins, has argued that, at least in some situations, unionization and job growth are incompatible. Additionally, Collins and others have opposed prevailing wage policies (in which employers with certain government contracts must pay the “union,” or “prevailing” wage rate) in the belief that such requirements provide a disincentive for businesses to invest in the local economy.

However, there are studies which suggest that the increased wages are not necessarily bad for business, as higher paid employees are often more productive, produce higher quality goods, and render superior service.
What are some policy suggestions that can aid the unionization of low wage workers?

One of the most important benefits unions provide is educating worker’s about their rights. This being the case, the most immediate and significant way to secure the rights of low wage workers is not to pass new legislation, but to enforce laws already in existence. For that reason steps should be taken to educate employers as to the rights of workers, the role of unions in enforcing these rights, and, perhaps, the threat of stiffer penalties for refusing to honor them.
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